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	Component II. Strengthen tax revenues.
	Component II  Objective - The objective is to reduce economic distortions and inequities resulting from the tax system. In this second operation, the tax policy subcomponent supports the implementation of the legislative tax reforms 
	Problems	Causes	Dimension/quantification	Evidence	Policy/Solution	Internal Validity	External Validity
			Baseline 2012-Goal 2015
	Specific Problem 1. (a) The tax system in Jamaica is complex, discretionary and outdated, It was built around uneven tax treatment of goods, sectors and firms.	II.1.b:  Over time the introduction of incentitives and exemptions created a very complex tax and tariff system.
This had a negative impact on revenue and on the ability of tax and customs  adminstrations to enforce compliance.	Tax expenditures accounted for 7% of GDP. Tax non  compliance and informal sector  were over 35%  	PIOJ and MoFP: "Jamaica Tax Expenditure Budget"  Hutton, Eric  2009	II.1.b:  In 2014 the GoJ implemented a comprehensive tax reform embodied in the Financial Incentatives Act , Charities Act and changes in main tax laws.  The Budget FY 2014/15 included measures to:	A paper prepared by Brandolo, J. et al. (See OEL#19) presents a successful tax administration reform in Indonesia. Among others, similarities to the Jamaica tax administration reform programme include: (a) the programme was developed under the country’s broader economic reform programme; and (b) the reform strategy relayed in compliance facilitation  and compliance enforcement . Main pillars of the reform included: (1) increasing the number of taxpayers administered by the LTO; (2) establishing model tax offices for administering small and medium-sized taxpayers; (3) simplifying each major tax, beginning with the value-added tax; (5) revising the legal framework for tax administration; (6) enhancing the capacity of the DGT’s audit function; (7) developing a balanced set of performance measures for the tax administration’s core processes; (8) introducing new human resource management policies and; (9) designing a comprehensive IT master plan. The evaluation of the Indonesian reforms concluded that the contribution of the tax administration reforms to the overall fiscal adjustment effort during 2001-2006 was significant including an improvement of the fiscal deficit (from 3.2% in FY2000 to 1% in FY2006) and higher tax revenues (from 9.6%  of GDP  in FY2000 to 11.2% in FY 2006).	Some examples of countries that successfully implemented similar tax reforms include: Peru, Uruguay, Mauritius and Seychelles among others. The evidence provided by these countries suggests that these types of reforms improve the fiscal balance through higher revenues and tighter expenditure control, which are the expected effects in this operation and are reflected in the Results Matrix.
http://idbdocs.iadb.org/wsdocs/getDocument.aspx?DOCNUM=39413470
		A.  The Tax Code allowed for a large number of exemptions to the tax bases compared with international standards.  Also, both exemptions and zero-rating of the GCT complicated tax administration and increased economic distortions. 

Exemptions, tax waivers, and investment incentives— across different types of taxes, taxpayers, and activities, were not justified on equity grounds. 
There was no appropriate legislation for governing charities, resulting in widespread ministerial discretionary waivers. 	Tax expenditures accounted for 7.8% of GDP on CY2012. Of which tax incentives accounted for 2.3%, discretionary waivers 0.8%, and statutory waivers  4.7%.	 MoFP "Tax Expenditure Estimates  2008-2010"
	A.    Curtail tax expenditures by:
1. Enforcing provisions of the Charities Act, the FIA and the consequential amendments to the revenue laws.
2.  Maintaining the cessation of granting of new categories of ministerial discretionary waivers.
		B.  Economic growth was constrained by economic distortions resulting from factors  such as:
High corporate tax rate of 30% compared to international standards.
High informal employment and no incentitives to promote formal employment.
The capital allowance regime did not provide incentitives for investment.	Economic growth has been stagnant during last decade, and it was -0.7% for FY 2012/13. Also during the last decade, unemployment rate has been over 10%  and reached 16.3% in april 2013 and the  informal sector has been around 35% .	GoJ "Fiscal Policy Paper FY 2014/15" September 2014	B. Reduce economic distortions and promote economic growth by:
1. Maintaining the CIT rate of 25% for unregulated companies.
2.   Continuing the ETC for registered trade companies under the labor incentive programme, up to a cap of 30% of the chargeable income tax.
3.   Maintaining the ICAs for new capital investment.
4.   Maintaining an overall cap for tax incentives equal to 0.25% of GDP for pioneer/mega projects as established in the FIA.
		C. High import tariffs hindered economic productivity and growth.	 Tariff rates varied from zero to 177%.	Jamaica Customs Code and GoJ "Fiscal Policy Paper FY2012/13" 	C. Simplify the tariff structure by reducing import tariff dispersion (consistent with CARICOM and other international trade agreements) by:
1. Applying tariff caps on imports as specified in the first operation. 
2. Maintaining the 5% tariff rate on selected intermediate and final goods as specified in the first operation.
		D. High tax rates and weak enforcement resulted in high tax noncompliance and encouraged informality.	Non-filing rates for FY2012/13 reached 55% of total taxpayers for the CIT, 57% for Personal Income Tax (PIT) and 24% for General Consumption Tax (GCT). Tax arrears reached J$278 billion, of which 74% have been overdue for more than 5 years. CIT and PIT rates are not standardized.	TAJ "Revenue Performance"	D. Reduce non-compliance and broadening the tax base by:
1. Establishing a Minimum Business Tax. (MBT) .
2. Maintaining a cap of 50% on claims for deduction of tax losses forwarded in any year of assessment on chargeable income (CIT and PIT).
3. Remove the GCT zero rate for govenment purchases and making them subject to the standard rate.
		E. Petroleum products and derivatives are tax under the SCT and are not included in the GCT base.   
This generates a cascading effect on the tax system and discourage exports.	J$24 billion collected on oil products For FY2012/13 Imports  and exports of goods  accounted for US$ 1,546 million and US$ 476 million respectively. 	GoJ "Fiscal Policy Paper FY 2014/15" September 2014	E.  Review and assess the recommendations of the Bank-sponsored study of the rationalization of taxes on petroleum and derivatives.
	Problems	Causes	Dimension/quantification	Evidence	Policy/Solution	Internal Validity	External Validity
			Baseline 2012-Goal 2015
	(b) The Tax Administration of Jamaica (TAJ) and the Jamaica Customs Agency JCA have limited capacity to increase their revenue collection	 •  The tax and customs administration legislation was antiquated and inadequate and did not provided the right enforcement powers to the TAJ and JCA.
 •  The agencies' IT systems were antiquate and were not functionally integrated. 
 •  Enforcement of compliance was ineffective: TAJ Large Taxpayers Office (LTO) was under-staffed; there were not effective compliance plans in place, only a reduced number of taxpayers were audited. 
 •  A significant number of large and medium taxpayers did not file on time and tax arrears balance was significantly high. 
•  The JCA had no mandate to collect outstanding arrears on duties. 
•  The TAJ and JCA e-filing and e-payment systems were not used extensively.
•  Use of credit cards was increasing and was resulting in increasing bank fees to process these credit transactions which attracted a processing fee based upon a percentage of the payment vs a flat fee per transaction if a debit card or cheque or electronic funds transfer were used.	•  LTO had 75 staff to audit and inspect 1,042 Large Taxpayers: 1 employee for every 14 taxpayers (7%), while the average standard for small developing countries in the LAC region is 16%.  
  
•   In FY 2011/12, only 72.5% of the large taxpayers filed their PAYE returns on time. For the medium size and small taxpayers, the rate was 19.8%. For GCT these rates were 93.6 and 64.6 respectively. 

•  The balance of tax arrear was equivalent to one and half year of TAJ collection. Approximately 50% of the total arrears was due by government agencies and public bodies. More than 60 % of the arrears were older than 6 years.	See IMF report "Jamaica, Institutionalizing Tax and Customs Administrations", March 2011.	II.2.b:     The GoJ continues comprehensive tax administration improvements to:
A. Continue to strengthen TAJ and JCA enforcement capabilities by:
1. Maintaining the number of professional staff in the LTO at no less than 120. LTO has now 187 officers -- total number of auditors is now 120.  in 2012 the ratio of officers to taxpayers was 1:14; the current ratio is 1:5. 
2  Maintaining powers to TAJ to mandate taxpayers e-filing.
3.  Enforcing mandatory e-filing of all taxes paid by large taxpayers , including payroll taxes.
4.  Harmonizing and strengthening the tax laws’ provisions for the collection of outstanding arrears (including powers to seize and sell taxpayers’ property, and harmonise penalties and fines) by submitting a Bill to Parliament.
5.  Assessing the appropriateness of bank fees being charged and where it is to the benefit of the Government make corresponding adjustments in contract arrangements as feasible.
6. Expand e-payment option to include all taxes (such as the telephone consumption tax and guest accommodation room tax). 
7. Proportion of large taxpayers’ filing on time: CIT ≥ 80%, GCT ≥ 90%, PAYE ≥ 80%, so that the ratio of tax arrears to revenue ≤ 5%. (Note:  not accomplished for PAYE -- current at 60%).
8. Proportion of medium size taxpayers’  filing on time: CIT ≥ 40%, GCT ≥ 80%, PAYE ≥ 65%, so that the ratio of tax arrears to revenue ≤ 20%. (Note:  not accomplished for PAYE to date; currently at 56%).
9. Conducting a comprehensive audit on 15% of the large taxpayers and 10% of the medium taxpayers. Note:  not accomplished  LTO will achieve 10% in FY 14/15 and MT information has not come in yet. 	See text above (internal validity for the tax system and tax administration)	http://lnweb90.worldbank.org/oed/oeddoclib.nsf/DocUNIDViewForJavaSearch/8525682E00686037852579DF004B02FE?opendocument
		•  Both organizations lacked integrated IT systems to support their operations.  	•  The IT systems in use by TAJ and JCA were made up of a number of independent legacy systems that were not integrated and relied on manual data entry (i.e.: limited e-filing)		B. Continue to develop and implement the IT system of the revenue administration by:
1. Implementing taxpayer registration, GCT/SCT and the telephone call tax under the new interigrated tax system. 
2. Implementing the ASYCUDA World prototype, including mandatory e-filing of all customs declarations  and manifests. 
	World Bank, Implementation Completion Report (ICR) for Tanzania "Tax Modernization Project" 

The objective of the Tax Modernization Project (TMP) was to assist the Government of Tanzania in supporting the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) to fulfil its mission as an effective and efficient tax administration that provides high quality services with fairness and integrity.         

The project's evaluation was moderately satisfactory and both the project objectives and its design were substantially relevant. 
		JCA  and TAJ accounting and financial systems were outdated and did not comply with accounting standards. 	The accounting systems used by JCA and TAJ were a combination of manual processing supplemented with excel spreadsheets and some accounting information produced by their legacy systems.	See IMF report "Jamaica, Institutionalizing Tax and Customs Administrations", March 2011 
for reference to SARA and EA requirements for their own financial and HR systems.	C.  The ACCPAC system is fully implemented in JCA; (currently in operation and running in parallel for the balance of FY 2014/15; financial statements produced from the ACCPAC system).
TAJ has not implemented ACCPAC due to contracting issues associated with customizing the system which are expected to be resolved by the end of fiscal 2014/15.	See text above (internal validity for the tax system and tax administration)	See text above 
	Problems	Causes	Dimension/quantification	Evidence	Police/Solution	Internal Validity	External Validity
			Baseline 2012-Goal 2015
	Component IV. Improve Fiscal Sustainability of the National Insurance Scheme.
	Objective:  The objective is to reverse the increasing fiscal deficit trend of the NIS
	The NIF is expected to enter operational deficit in the year 2025 due to an increase in the ratio of pensioners to contributors	This decrease reflects the effects of an asset swap of Fixed Rate Accrediting Notes (FRANs) in exchange for government debt at a rate of J$80 for every J$100, which lowered the value of the fund by 20%. 
Additionally, the average gross yield on the NIF assets has decreased considerably. 

The NIS also faces challenges in terms of data collection. Its database is outdated, incomplete and has numerous errors and omissions,  causing extensive delays in the processing of claims and payment of benefits


Furthermore, the NIS lacks information and mechanisms to monitor the performance and fiscal sustainability of the scheme. While the law requires a quinquennial actuarial review of the NIF, the last such review was carried out in 2005.
	In March 2013 the NIF stood at J$63.5 billion (US $565 million), compared to J$71 billion (US $631 million) in the previous fiscal year. 




For example, the average gross nominal yield on the assets of the NIF over the last five years was 9.5% per annum, during which time the average inflation rate was 11.7%. The average gross nominal yield over the preceding five years was 18%, during which time the average inflation rate was 11.4%.

It is not possible to verify the status of beneficiaries of the NIS and their participation in other Government programmes. It is estimated that only 40% of potential contributors to the NIS are actually contributing (Labour force survey 2012).	Labour Force Survey 2012; NIF Balance Overview, 2014; Eckler Acturial report, 2014; 14th Actuarial Review of the National Insurance, Unemployment, and Severance Funds as of December 31, 2011 http://www.nis.gov.bb/downloads/Actuarial%20Review%20Doc2013.pdf	IV.1.b: The GoJ submits to Cabinet the Green Paper for the reform of the National In-surance Scheme that reflects the pre-ferred option arising from:
1. An examination of the various options previously identified, including their fiscal impact on the Government
2. Stakeholder consultations.
3. An action plan that includes timelines and resources for the implementation of these reforms. 
	 Barbados 2002 Pension Reform:  http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2009/cr0964.pdf                                 The 2009 IMF Reports evaluates the parametric reform in Barbados in 2002 using before and after actuarial analysis. The IMF finds that the parametric reform introduced in 2002 very sucessful in increasing the avoiding current deficit. The reform was introduced after the actuarial review of 1999 indicated an actuarial deficit and the expectation that, 
other things being equal, the fund would be exhausted by 2030. In response, a pension reform 
in 2002 increased contribution rate and adopted a range of parametric reforms. The reforms 
significantly lengthened the time horizon for investment of the assets of the NIS. The most recent actuarial review conducted in 2013 (http://www.nis.gov.bb/downloads/Actuarial%20Review%20Doc2013.pdf) suggests that, even under the most pessimistic scenarios, the fund would last at least until 2045, potentially much longer.	 The pension reform process in Barbados is relevant for the Jamaican case. Both countries were facing an actuarial deficit and consider implementing similar parametric reforms. In 2002, the government of Barbados reformed the pension system to increase contributions and to introduce a series of parametric reforms such as reducing benefits and gradually increasing the retirement age (IMF Country Report No. 09/64). The reforms significantly lengthened the time horizon for investment of the assets of the NIS. Additionally, the reform process included significant consultations with the key stakeholders, especially union and business representatives, which proved to be a key element in order to generate political support.  Both countries are Caribbean islands governed by constitutional monarchy and parlamentary democracy. The unemployment rate is similar in both countries approximately 13% in Barbados and 14% in Jamaica in 2014.
					IV.2.b: The GoJ establishes a stakeholder working group on the reform of the NIS including representatives from the MLSS, MoF, PIOJ and employee and employer representatives.
					IV.3.b: The GoJ, ensures that the actuarial analysis of the NIS is publicly displayed for consultation.  
					IV.4.b:  Cabinet approves drafting instructions for a bill to mandate that an actuarial analysis of the NIS will be required every three years.
					IV.5.b:  The GoJ, reviews and approves the hardware and software assessment report and based on the proposal for the creation of the specified NIS-MIS, contracts ser-vices for its creation.   
	Problems	Causes	Dimension/quantification	Evidence	Police/Solution	Internal Validity	External Validity
			Baseline 2012-Goal 2015
	Component V. Implementation of a Fiscal Rule.
	The objective is to ensure that the GoJ has made a binding commitment to its long-term fiscal sustainability by providing a framework for automatic fiscal corrections to relatively minor deviations from anticipated revenue and expenditure levels.
	No comprehensive framework has been developed for an appropriate fiscal response to macro-economic shocks, thereby leading the GoJ to increase expenditures, on an ad hoc basis, whenever a shock occurs	(i) lack of an operational guidance on formulating the budget and medium-term framework;
 (ii) poor sanctions mechanism for breaches of fiscal targets and expenditure controls;
 (iii) no mechanism to constrain contingent liabilities and off-budget fiscal activities; 
 (iv) lack of a mechanism to discourage shifting of fiscal activities from the central government budget to explicit or implicit guarantees; 
and (v) loose escape clause that does not require a broad agreement in Parliament. All this generates delays in implementing corrective measures for budget deviations and does not provide safeguards to avoid abuses on the use of response shock mechanisms to tackle adverse economic shocks. 	Government guarantees have risen by over 400% between 2003 and 2013, reaching over 12% of GDP in 2012/13. In addition, the 2005 PetroCaribe agreement between Venezuela and Jamaica contributed to an accumulation of debt and guarantees following the rapid rise in international oil prices, reaching almost 18% of GDP in 2012/13.	See IMF Extended Fund Facility Jamaica May 2013.	V.1.b: The legally binding fiscal rules are effective for the budget of FY2014/15.	http://www10.iadb.org/intal/intalcdi/PE/2012/11006.pdf   http://publications.iadb.org/handle/11319/5699?locale-attribute=en	A paper prepared by Alejandro, S. and Petia, T. (See ELO #22) examines India's experience with fiscal rules. Among several proposals to strengthen the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act, a framework is proposed that focuses medium-term fiscal policy on debt sustainability by the use of a medium-term debt target and annual nominal expenditure growth rules. This approach is similar to the one proposed for Jamaica as it tackles the deficit bias at its core and enables countercyclical fiscal policy through automatic stabilisers. Numerical targets are supported by structural reform measures for both revenues and expenditures.





http://lnweb90.worldbank.org/oed/oeddoclib.nsf/DocUNIDViewForJavaSearch/8525682E00686037852579DF004B02FE?opendocument
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